**ARMC5 mutation in a Portuguese family with primary bilateral macronodular adrenal hyperplasia (PBMAH)**
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**Summary**

PBMAH is a rare etiology of Cushing syndrome (CS). Familial clustering suggested a genetic cause that was recently confirmed, after identification of inactivating germline mutations in *armadillo repeat-containing 5 (ARMCS)* gene. A 70-year-old female patient was admitted due to left femoral neck fracture in May 2014, in Orthopedics Department. During hospitalization, hypertension (HTA) and hypokalemia were diagnosed. She presented with clinical signs of hypercortisolism and was transferred to the Endocrinology ward for suspected CS. Laboratory workup revealed: ACTH <5 pg/mL; urinary free cortisol (UFC), 532 µg/24 h (normal range: 20–90); failure to suppress the low-dose dexamethasone test (0.5 mg every 6 h for 48 h): cortisol 21 µg/dL. Abdominal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed enlarged nodular adrenals (right, 55 × 54 × 30 mm; left, 85 × 53 × 35 mm), and she was submitted to bilateral adrenalectomy. In 2006, this patient’s 39-year-old daughter had been treated by one of the authors. She presented with severe clinical and biological hypercortisolism. Computed tomography (CT) scan showed massively enlarged nodular adrenals with maximal axis of 15 cm for both. Bilateral adrenalectomy was performed. In this familial context of PBMAH, genetic study was performed. Leucocyte DNA genotyping identified in both patients the same germline heterozygous ARMC5 mutation in exon 1 c.172_173insA p.I58Nfs*45. The clinical cases herein described have an identical phenotype with severe hypercortisolism and huge adrenal glands, but different ages at the time of diagnosis. Current knowledge of inheritance of this disease, its insidious nature and the well-known deleterious effect of hypercortisolism favor genetic study to timely identify and treat these patients.

**Learning points:**

- PBMAH is a rare etiology of CS, characterized by functioning adrenal macronodules and variable cortisol secretion.
- The asymmetric/asynchronous involvement of only one adrenal gland can also occur, making disease diagnosis a challenge.
- Familial clustering suggests a genetic cause that was recently confirmed, after identification of inactivating germline mutations in *armadillo repeat-containing 5 (ARMCS)* gene.
- The insidious nature of this disease and the well-known deleterious effect of hypercortisolism favor genetic study of other family members, to diagnose and treat these patients timely.
- As ARMC5 is expressed in many organs and recent findings suggest an association of PBMAH and meningioma, a watchful follow-up is required.
Background

Primary bilateral macronodular adrenal hyperplasia (PBMAH) was first described in 1964 by Kirschner et al. (1) and is characterized by functioning adrenal macronodules and variable cortisol secretion. It is a rare cause of hypercortisolism, representing less than 2% of all endogenous cases of CS (2, 3). Nevertheless, as frequently for rare diseases the exact prevalence of this disease is not known and may be indeed, underestimated, especially because of subclinical CS (4). PBMAH is an insidious disease, generally identified incidentally as bilateral adrenal hyperplasia; however, the asymmetric/asynchronous involvement of only one gland can also occur (1, 3). Overt CS is most frequently detected in the fifth and sixth decades of life (1, 5, 6).

Over the last decades, several molecular mechanisms were found to be associated with PBMAH pathogenesis, even though the primary event has not been established. Melanocortin type 2 receptor (MC2R) expressed in the adrenal cortex is a G-protein-coupled receptor able to bind ACTH activating the cAMP/PKA signaling pathway. The hypothesis of activating mutations of the MC2R gene was considered, but only documented in a small number of patients (3, 5, 7). The expression of ectopic or aberrant receptors for vasopressin, serotonin, gastric inhibitory peptide and other hormones in these patients’ adrenal cells is frequently observed and has been largely investigated (6, 7, 8, 9). The stimulation of these G-protein-coupled receptors elicits cortisol production through the activation of the cAMP/PKA signaling pathway. However, whether its expression is the primary event or a secondary phenomenon to hyperproliferation and cellular differentiation is still to be ascertained (3, 6).

Increased cortisol production in bilateral macronodular adrenal hyperplasia suppresses ACTH secretion by the adenohypophysis, justifying this disease to be labeled as ACTH-independent hypercortisolism for several years. Recent discoveries seem to be prompting to a change in paradigm. In 2003, corticotropin expression in the adrenal cortex cells of a patient with PBMAH was demonstrated (10). More recently, Louiset et al. set out to study the expression of corticotropin and its precursor pro-opiomelanocortin in tissue samples of hyperplastic adrenal cells from 30 PBMAH patients. The authors concluded that cortisol secretion in these patients seems to be regulated by ACTH produced in an autocrine/paracrine way by steroidogenic cells in the hyperplastic adrenal glands (11). For these reasons, this entity is lately better designated as primary macronodular adrenal hyperplasia instead of bilateral macronodular adrenal hyperplasia.

Case presentation

A 70-year-old woman with no relevant prior personal medical or surgical history was admitted to the Orthopedics Department in Hospital Curry Cabral in May 2014 due to an osteoporotic fracture of the left femoral neck after a fall at home. She underwent a total left hip replacement. During her hospital stay, high blood pressure and resistant hypokalemia were diagnosed. Physical examination revealed thin and dry skin, multiple ecchymosis, rounded and facial erythrosis, obesity (BMI 30 kg/m²) with centripetal fat distribution and major muscle atrophy of the limbs.

Familial medical history

She had an apparently healthy 46-year-old son. Her 47-year-old daughter had been treated by one of the
authors in 2006 for severe hypercortisolism (Fig. 1). She had uncontrolled hypertension despite being medicated with three antihypertensive agents (lisinopril 20 mg, atenolol 50 mg and spironolactone 100 mg). The workup confirmed the diagnosis of Cushing's syndrome due to PBMAH, with ACTH <5 pg/mL, UFC 201 µg/dL (normal range 20–90), serum cortisol 16.2 µg/dL after standard low-dose dexamethasone suppression test and bilateral enlargement of the adrenal glands on CT, both with a maximum diameter of 15 cm and lobulated contour (Fig. 2). Cortisol response to various stimuli was assessed and confirmed persistent stimulation by tetracosactide, but no response to LHRH, TRH and metoclopramide (Table 1). She underwent open bilateral adrenalectomy (Fig. 3), histological diagnosis: cortical macronodular hyperplasia. She maintains follow-up in the Endocrinology Department, medicated with hydrocortisone and fludrocortisone.

**Investigation**

The suspicion of Cushing’s syndrome motivated the patient’s referral to the Endocrinology ward. The laboratory workup revealed serum morning cortisol of 21.4 µg/dL,

**Table 1** Daughter’s cortisol response to stimulation tests with tetracosactide, LHRH (luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone), TRH (thyrotropin-releasing hormone) and metoclopramide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulation tests</th>
<th>Serum cortisol (µg/dL)</th>
<th>Basal</th>
<th>Peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tetracosactide 250 µg i.v.</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHRH 100 µg i.v.</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRH 200 µg i.v.</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metoclopramide 10 mg oral</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2
Daughter’s abdominal CT. Bilateral enlarged adrenal glands, with lobulated contours, both with a maximum diameter of 15 cm.

Figure 3
Daughter’s lobulated right and left adrenal specimens with 68 g and 104 g, respectively.

Figure 4
Proband’s abdominal MRI. Bilateral enlarged adrenal glands, with lobulated contours, heterogeneous nodular structure, the right one with 55 × 54 × 30 mm and the left one with 85 × 53 × 39 mm.
ACTH < 5 pg/mL, UFC of 532 μg/24h (normal range 20–90), serum cortisol at 12:00h of 19.3 μg/dL and failure to suppress on the low-dose dexamethasone test (0.5 mg every 6 h for 48 h): cortisol 21 μg/dL, UFC 592 μg/24 h. MR imaging showed bilateral enlarged adrenal glands (Fig. 4).

**Genetic testing**

In this context of familial Cushing syndrome, due to PBMAH, molecular study of the ARMC5 gene was performed both in the mother and daughter. ARMC5 sequencing analysis in DNA extracted from peripheral blood leukocyte showed a heterozygous mutation c.172_173insA (p.I58Nfs*45) on exon 1 in both women (Fig. 5). The study was negative for the subject’s son. The older patient has no siblings, and her daughter has no progeny.

**Treatment**

Bilateral laparoscopic adrenalectomy (Figs 6 and 7) was performed without complications. Histopathologic examination of the surgical specimens confirmed the diagnosis of cortical nodular hyperplasia. The patient was started on replacement therapy with hydrocortisone 20 mg and fludrocortisone 0.1 mg per day.

**Outcome and follow-up**

Blood pressure normalized after surgery in both patients, maintaining endocrine follow-up for iatrogenic adrenal insufficiency. Due to recent reports of association of ARMC5 mutation with other neoplasms, such as intracranial meningioma, CT scan was performed and was normal in both patients.

**Discussion**

ARMC5 mutations were first identified in 2013 by Assié et al. in tumor samples from 18 of 33 patients (55%) with apparently sporadic PBMAH (15). The analysis of leukocyte DNA obtained from 14 of the 18 patients detected, in all 14 patients, a germline ARMC5 mutation (15). Familial screening for this mutation was performed in 11 first-degree relatives of 7 index patients, and a germline mutation was identified in about 50% of the relatives (15). Later, mutations in ARMC5 gene were confirmed in 22–50% of sporadic and familial PBMAH cases that were studied (3, 16, 17). ARMC5 is located in the short arm of chromosome 16, and its function has not

---

Figure 5
Chromatograph of the sequence: above, reference sequence, below, patients’ sequence. The insertion of an adenine (A) between the amino acid 172 and 173 according to ARMC5 cDNA (transcript NM_001105247) lead to a frame-shift and at the protein level to p.I58Nfs*45.

Figure 6
Right adrenalectomy specimen of the proband – macroscopic pathology showing an enlarged gland with lobulated contours – weight 62 g.

Figure 7
Left adrenalectomy specimen of the proband – macroscopic pathology showing an enlarged gland with lobulated contours – weight 151 g.
been established yet. It is thought to be a tumor suppressor gene as a second somatic mutational event is observed in the tumor tissue according to the Knudson’s hypothesis of a tumor suppressor gene (15). The immunohistochemical analysis of adrenal samples from patients with this mutation was associated with low levels of CYP11A1 steroidogenic enzyme (15). This information supports the assumption that the inactivation of ARMC5 gene may be associated with less effective steroidogenesis through slow dedifferentiation of adrenocortical cells, which may explain the indolent natural history of this disease and the late manifestation of clinical hypercortisolism, present only after severe and irregular enlargement of the adrenal glands (15). In our 2 patients with PBMAH and ARMC5 gene mutation the weight of the adrenal glands was increased in about 10–25.

Leucocyte DNA genotyping identified in both of our patients the same germline heterozygous ARMC5 mutation in exon 1 c.172_173insA p.I58Nfs*45. This variant has already been described at the germline level by Alencar et al. and Faucz et al. and at a somatic level by Elbet et al. (3, 16, 18). In this familial case, patients exhibited a similar phenotype, with clinical and analytical evidence of CS as well as very enlarged adrenal glands. These findings are in agreement with what was published by Faucz et al. in 2014. These authors set out to compare the clinical and analytical characteristics of 34 patients with PBMAH with or without ARMC5 gene mutation. They concluded that all patients with the pathogenic mutation presented severe clinical CS and bilateral adrenal hyperplasia (16). Therefore, we speculate that the presence of this variant can be associated with more severe disease (16). These data were supported by a large study carried out by Espiard et al. (19). Interestingly and unlike presented in our family, most of the affected patients reported by Alencar et al. exhibited subclinical CS, normal midnight salivary and 24-h UFC and normal/ partially suppressed ACTH levels (3). The first laboratory abnormality founded was the failure to suppress the low-dose dexamethasone test (3). In our case, it was not possible to perform ARMC5 analysis in tumoral DNA because no frozen tissues were available.

Although our patients have the same mutation, there was a significant difference in the age of diagnosis, which might have several explanations. Firstly, the mother had no regular medical assistance. Secondly, in PBMAH, there is a wide heterogeneity in hypercortisolism expression (6, 19).

The insidious nature of the disease, the asynchronous and/or asymmetrical involvement of the adrenal glands and the large spectrum of cortisol secretion raise doubts on the best therapeutic option for patients with PBMAH. Genetic study can be useful in this decision given that identification of ARMC5 mutation can predict the need for more aggressive treatment (15, 19). In our patients, the presence of severe clinical and analytical hypercortisolism, as well as the huge dimensions of both adrenal glands were crucial for the decision on bilateral adrenalectomy.

The ubiquitous distribution of the protein coded by the ARMC5 gene and recent reports of the association between PBMAH and meningiomas (18) raised our awareness to the need of a new attitude of follow-up for these patients.

Current knowledge on the genetic etiology of this disease and the severity of a persistent cortisol hypersecretion justify genetic screening of family members to provide early diagnosis and treatment for those affected by this condition.
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